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Discovery of new materials using combinatorial synthesis and
high-throughput characterization of thin-film materials
libraries combined with computational methods
Alfred Ludwig 1,2

This perspective provides an experimentalist’s view on materials discovery in multinary materials systems—from nanoparticles over
thin films to bulk—based on combinatorial thin-film synthesis and high-throughput characterization in connection with high-
throughput calculations and materials informatics. Complete multinary materials systems as well as composition gradients which
cover all materials compositions necessary for verification/falsification of hypotheses and predictions are efficiently fabricated by
combinatorial synthesis of thin-film materials libraries. Automated high-quality high-throughput characterization methods enable
comprehensive determination of compositional, structural and (multi)functional properties of the materials contained in the
libraries. The created multidimensional datasets enable data-driven materials discoveries and support efficient optimization of
newly identified materials, using combinatorial processing. Furthermore, these datasets are the basis for multifunctional existence
diagrams, comprising correlations between composition, processing, structure and properties, which can be used for the design of
future materials.
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INTRODUCTION
The discovery of new (multinary) materials and their rapid
optimization are necessary to enable future technological devel-
opments in areas such as sustainable energy technologies and
energy-efficient processes: e.g., the envisaged hydrogen economy
relies on materials discoveries like light-absorbing, catalytic and
stable photoelectrodes for solar water splitting, lightweight
hydrogen storage materials or noble-metal-free fuel cell catalysts.
Generally, the potential for materials discoveries is high, as the
periodic table offers numerous elements which can be combined
in multinary material systems, offering an almost unlimited, and
yet mostly unexplored search space for new materials. This is
simultaneously a promise and a challenge as not all possible
materials can be explored, even with the most efficient high-
throughput technologies. Therefore, materials systems to be
investigated in experiments need to be carefully chosen. The
starting chemical elements for potential new materials can be
restricted to 40 or 50 which are earth-abundant, non-toxic and
sustainable.
However, engineering materials, i.e., materials which are used in

applications, are usually multinary, consisting of about 10
elements, e.g., steels, metallic glasses, superalloys, so-called
“high-entropy alloys” and multiple principal element alloys.
Therefore, it can be expected that future engineering materials
will be rather multinary than consisting of only one or two
elements. However, already the number of possible combinations
of chemical elements in multinary systems is immense (e.g., for
quinaries out of 50 starting elements there are more than two
million combinations). Furthermore, the compositions in the

compounds (e.g., already 100 in a binary, for 1 at.% increments),
phase constitution (typically multiphase materials are observed)
and microstructure need to be finely tuned to specific applications
to reconcile many, often contradicting, requirements. The already
large unexplored composition space is thus further expanded by
the processing parameter space: materials have to be synthesized
and many different possibilities for processing lead to different
material states (metastable, stable), microstructures, and proper-
ties, which need to be explored. Extrinsic properties of materials
can be tailored by controlling microstructure using processing.
Thus, the multi-dimensional search space for materials discoveries
comprises both intrinsic (e.g., composition, crystal structure,
functional properties (e.g., saturation magnetization in ferro-
magnets)) and extrinsic properties (e.g., microstructure, functional
properties (e.g., coercivity in ferromagnets)).
As this search space is almost unlimited, a down-selection of the

materials systems to be addressed in experiments is required. For
this, there are several options: it can be based on intuition, prior
knowledge, or predictions. By materials informatics, the usage of
prior knowledge—stored in databases or extracted by computa-
tional means from electronically available literature—can be
improved. Theory and computational materials science can
provide hypotheses for where to search for new materials and
make predictions of new materials, e.g., a list of predicted
compositions. Input from high-throughput computational materi-
als science is thus highly useful: with computational methods,
thousands of systems can be screened in a shorter time than ever
possible in experiments. From the computational results a feasible
list of candidate materials for combinatorial exploration can be
deduced, i.e., lists of tens or hundreds of materials.
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This perspective discusses the possibilities of combinatorial
synthesis and high-throughput characterization in combination
with computational methods in the endeavor to efficiently identify
new materials in multi-dimensional search spaces, overcoming
reliance on serendipity for discoveries and transition into a state of
efficient and data-guided materials discovery. General considera-
tions on materials discovery and experimental possibilities in thin-
film combinatorial materials science (CMS) are discussed. Exam-
ples of discoveries using this approach, also in combination with
computational materials science are given and the further
expansion of CMS with computational methods and materials
informatics which is necessary to achieve efficient materials
discovery and design of materials is discussed.

MATERIALS DISCOVERY IN MULTIDIMENSIONAL SEARCH
SPACES: FROM SERENDIPITOUS TO DATA-GUIDED DISCOVERY
A materials discovery could be defined as the event that a
previously unknown combination of composition, crystal struc-
ture, phase constitution, microstructure and properties, i.e., a new
phase or phase mixture with special properties, is identified. This is
separate from materials development, where a known, i.e.,
already-discovered material is optimized, e.g., by compositional
or processing adjustments to extend e.g., its application tempera-
ture or stability in reactive environments. In an (inverse) design of
materials one would take the wanted properties of a material as
the starting point and then design the material which shows these
properties, e.g.1 In contrast, a general discovery of materials
explores as many as possible materials and delivers data-sets
which are necessary for the design of new materials.2 While
exploring as many as possible materials for as many as possible
properties, materials discoveries can occur. As a very high number
of undiscovered materials should exist, it is expected that some of
them will show unique properties. However, the multidimensional
search space is immensely large, and it is unclear where to search
for discoveries, making materials discovery very challenging. This
might be a reason that most research is centered around known
materials or base elements such as Fe, Ni, etc., limiting new
discoveries.
What can we learn from materials discoveries in the past? Some

of them were made serendipitously, i.e., researchers were aiming
for a certain research goal, but made an unexpected interesting
observation, which led them to a discovery. Here, it depends on
the skills of the researchers to differentiate erroneous measure-
ments, which only look like a discovery, from real discoveries. An
example of a serendipitous discovery is the shape memory alloy
NiTi.3 The discovery of quasicrystals4 was also related to
unexpected experimental data. Other discoveries were related to
surprising properties, found in materials where these properties
were not at all expected: e.g., high-temperature superconductivity
in oxides,5 superconductivity in MgB2,

6 metallic conductivity in
special polymers,7 etc. The author and colleagues recently
discovered a noble-metal free nanoparticulate electrocatalyst,
CrMnFeCoNi, with catalytic activity for the oxygen reduction
reaction.8 This unexpected discovery could only be made as new
combinatorial synthesis and characterization methods were
applied, and a multinary system was tested for a property where
no results were reported before.
Thus, discoveries can be expected in (I) (compositionally)

unexplored search spaces, by fabricating and characterizing parts
of the unexplored composition space and (II) by performing
experiments in (known) composition spaces, by testing for special,
but not yet investigated functionalities. Finally (III), extreme or very
special processing conditions can lead to discoveries: e.g., high-
pressure synthesis9 or plasma processes with activated reaction
partners: By reactive co-sputtering defect-tolerant semiconducting
nitrides for photovoltaic and electrochemical applications were
identified.10

Another discovery route is based on theory, simulations and
other computational efforts. As the materials search space cannot
be explored completely, predictions are necessary in order to
select the composition or composition range to be investigated.
High-throughput computations offer the possibility to predict new
materials. From thousands of candidate materials, those which are
potentially stable and may show interesting properties can be
predicted. Based upon this, the combinatorial materials science
approach can be used to efficiently synthesize a limited number
(10–100) composition spread materials libraries (MLs) around the
most promising predicted compositions. In11 the authors started
from 68860 materials and identified 43 new potential photo-
cathodes for CO2 reduction. However, calculations are frequently
limited to intrinsic properties and sufficiently precise and validated
experimental data for the calculations are often lacking. Such
missing datasets could be delivered by high-throughput char-
acterization of MLs. Predictions can use prior knowledge and
extrapolate to data points which have not been addressed before
by synthesis experiments. E.g., a discovery endeavor for new
nitrides was performed by predictions from density functional
theory calculations: 21 ternary nitride semiconductors were
predicted and CaZn2N2 was realized by high-pressure synthesis.12

This indicates that for a future improved discovery of materials,
high-quality multidimensional data needs to be generated and
evaluated with high-throughput jointly in computations and
experiments.

EXPLORING MULTIDIMENSIONAL SEARCH SPACES USING
COMBINATORIAL SYNTHESIS AND HIGH-THROUGHPUT
CHARACTERIZATION OF THIN-FILM AND NANOPARTICLE
MATERIALS LIBRARIES
In order to explore this immense search space, efficient research
methods and strategies are necessary: These comprise the
combinatorial fabrication of MLs, their high-throughput character-
ization and materials informatics for analysis and visualization of
the acquired multidimensional data. A ML is a well-defined set of
materials—suitable for high-throughput characterization—pro-
duced in one experiment under identical conditions. Combinator-
ial and high-throughput methods for materials discovery and
accelerated development have been developed in the last
decades, e.g.13–15 They involve, first, identification of the chemical
materials compositions and their crystallographic structure.
Second, structural and functional properties can be identified
and be further optimized by combinatorial processing. Finally,
high-throughput methods can help to accelerate the incorpora-
tion of new materials into systems, as it is not sufficient to develop
only a material by itself. It has to be developed in a system, i.e., it
has to provide functionality in connection with adjacent materials
and environments. Here, interface properties are important.
Whereas the combinatorial approach can also be applied in
bulk,16 this perspective focuses on thin-film combinatorial
methods.

Synthesis of thin-film materials libraries
Up to complete ternary materials systems or large fractions of
higher-component systems can be obtained by combinatorial
synthesis of thin-film MLs, see Fig. 1. Most frequently, they are
deposited in form of (virtual) wedge-type films to achieve well-
defined composition gradients, either by co-deposition from
multiple sources or multilayer deposition of nanoscale wedge-
type layers. MLs fabrication by combinatorial magnetron sputter
processes, e.g.,17 is useful, as sputtering is a versatile process both
for science and industry: findings from screening of sputtered MLs
can be transferred to industrial (thin-film) applications. The
wedge-type multilayer deposition method uses computer-
controlled moveable shutters to deposit nanoscale layers, oriented
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to each other by 180° (binaries) or 120° (ternaries). Phase
formation is achieved by post-deposition annealing at suitable
temperatures where the layers can rapidly diffuse. However, the
right processing (e.g., annealing) conditions need to be identified
to transform the multilayered precursor structure into phases. It is
also possible to synthesize “focused” compositional gradient MLs
around, e.g., a predicted composition, where the composition
range is tailored in a limited range. This can be achieved by co-
deposition, which results in an atomic mixture in the deposited
film, which makes this method suitable for the fabrication of
metastable materials, if carried out at room temperature. Co-
sputtered MLs contain large fractions (e.g., 20–80 at.% in a binary
system) of the deposited systems.
For both approaches, due to the continuous coverage of

composition space, the compositions of any predicted phases
cannot be missed, as long as they are synthesizable. To achieve
synthesis (if possible at all), the conditions of ML fabrication and
processing need to be varied as well; i.e., the combinatorial
approach needs to be extended to combinatorial processing
libraries, see below.
Combinatorial deposition of MLs can also be used for studying

the influence of low amounts of additional elements to base
systems (“doping” studies). The thickness of the MLs should be in
the range of several hundreds of nanometers to enable reliable
high-throughput characterization methods and to avoid nanos-
cale effects (if these are not the scope of the study). Multinary
nanoparticle MLs can be fabricated by co-sputtering into ionic
liquids,18 which serve as liquid substrates, in which atoms are
injected. If the liquids are confined in wells across a plate, a
nanoparticle library is created. The nanoparticles are stabilized by
suitable ionic liquids. However, next to TEM also new character-
ization methods need to be developed which can handle the
multitude of nanoparticles of different composition made in one
experiment.8

Creating large and consistent data-sets by high-throughput
characterization of MLs
The high-throughput-high-quality characterization of multinary
systems in the form of continuous composition spread thin-film
MLs enables the complete and seamless determination of
compositional, structural and (multi)functional properties of the

materials contained in MLs. This cannot be achieved by single-
experiment approaches. The acquired large and consistent data-
sets of intrinsic and extrinsic properties enable materials
discoveries and efficient optimization of identified materials.
Furthermore, they are the basis for multifunctional existence
diagrams, comprising correlations between composition, proces-
sing, structure and properties.
Whereas in some cases completely continuous MLs are used, it

is in most cases better to use a ML which is structured into
measurement areas (MAs), however, without losing to much of the
composition spread. In the following examples, the MLs comprise
342 MAs over a 100 mm diameter substrate (typically thermally
oxidized Si wafer), see Fig. 2. The crosses, defining MAs, are
fabricated by a photolithographic lift-off process to achieve a pre-
patterned substrate. The numbered crosses, where no thin film is
applied, are used for thickness measurements (e.g., with
profilometry) and are useful for navigation on the ML when
performing high-throughput characterization. However, this can
only be used for low temperature deposition processes (<200 °C).
For a comprehensive materials understanding, as many proper-

ties as possible should be measured. For the selection of the
applied high-throughput methods, the quality of the resulting
data should be rated higher than the throughput of the
measurement, i.e., high-quality-high-throughput measurements
are necessary. An overview is shown in Fig. 2. Of basic importance
are compositional and structural data. It is not sufficient to work
with nominal compositions in MLs. High-throughput EDX (energy-
dispersive x-ray analysis) determines the chemical compositions
comprised in the ML sufficiently fast (e.g., 342 MAs in 8 h) with
sufficient accuracy (typically ± 1 at.%). For high-throughput mea-
surements of elements lighter than N, automated methods are
available such as wavelength-dispersive x-ray analysis (WDX), x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Rutherford backscatter spectro-
scopy (RBS), and nuclear reaction analysis (NRA). These methods
are more challenging with respect to data analysis but can also
reveal further compositional information (e.g., oxidation state,
compositional depth profiles). By combining e.g., EDX with RBS
and NRA, all elements in MLs of thin film Li-ion battery materials
can be determined.19 High-throughput X-ray diffraction (XRD) is
used to determine the phases being present on a ML. XRD systems
with microfocus source and area detector allow fast measure-
ments with very good spatial resolution (spot size < 1mm). For

Fig. 1 Overview of thin-film ML design and fabrication. The ternary ML design uses a suitable combination of wedge-type layers with 120°
symmetry to synthesize a complete ternary system, as well as its reference binary systems and the pure elements. Compositionally focused
MLs can be fabricated by co-deposition. Micromachined substrates allow for special high-throughput methods (here: thickness and stress
measurements). Processing in different environments is used for phase evolution. Data from design, deposition and processing of MLs should
be stored in a database
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even higher throughput and resolution synchrotron measure-
ments can be used.20 Further high-throughput characterization
methods correspond to the specific material development goals,
i.e., functional properties. Adequate screening parameters (e.g.,
electrical resistivity, Seebeck coefficient, Young’s modulus, hard-
ness, etc.) need to be defined or descriptors of the property of
interest, if it cannot be directly measured. In many cases
measuring one screening parameter is not enough, and a different
ML design might be necessary to enable measuring all necessary
parameters. High-throughput electrical resistivity measurements
serve well for delivering descriptor values for properties related to
it.21 It can be regarded as a discovery tool: with room-temperature
measurements on MLs indications for different phase zones and
their boundaries can be obtained. Non-linear resistance changes
in temperature-dependent resistance measurements R(T) yield
signatures for phase transformations.22 These can be then
analyzed for the few most interesting samples by XRD(T). For
the determination of magnetic properties in MLs, the magneto-
optical Kerr effect is suitable for high-throughput measurements
of magnetic hysteresis. R(T) measurements combined with high-
throughput MOKE measurements allow e.g., the identification of
ferromagnetic shape memory alloys.23 Basic optical properties can
be determined by photography, further properties, e.g., in
automated test-stands for optical transmission (transparent
substrate for MLs necessary). Photoelectrochemical properties
can be measured with an automated scanning droplet cell,24

however then the ML needs to be deposited on a homogeneous
conductive layer such as Pt. For many materials it is also important
to determine their microstructure in high-throughput, e.g., using
SEM and AFM. Mechanical properties can be measured with
nanoindentation,25 however the microstructural variations over a
ML can influence the measurement results and need to be taken
into account.

EXEMPLARY RESULTS
Examples for shape memory alloys (from thin films to bulk)
The following examples illustrate discoveries made using thin-film
MLs, in some cases supported by computational materials science.
Findings from thin-film MLs explorations can also be transferred to

bulk (e.g., by arc-melting of hit compositions). Efficient screening
in thin-film MLs reveals intrinsic properties of the materials
systems, whereas extrinsic properties will differ in thin film and
bulk form of the same material.
An example for the verification of a theoretical prediction

(geometric nonlinear theory of martensite), using CMS and
upscaling to bulk was the identification of quaternary shape
memory alloys (SMAs) with near-zero hysteresis.22 It was predicted
in26 that for certain compositions in Ti-Ni-Cu-Pd the thermal
hysteresis of the martensitic phase transformation should be
minimal, which is important for achieving fatigue-resistant SMA
and enables better actuator control. Due to the noble metal
content of Ti-Ni-Cu-Pd, this study could have not been done in
bulk experiments due to prohibitive cost. However, a thin-film
composition spread ML around the predicted compositions
delivers all necessary materials to verify the prediction in one
experiment. By high-throughput characterization of the lattice
parameters (XRD) and the thermal shape memory hysteresis
(using R(T) measurements) in dependence of composition in the
MLs, the predicted SMAs with near-zero thermal hysteresis were
identified.22 These results were successfully transferred to bulk
scale, where near-zero thermal hysteresis was also observed.
Improved functional stability was found for the bulk alloy
Ti50.2Ni34.4Cu12.3Pd3.1. As another example,27 R-phase formation
in Ti39Ni45Cu16 SMA thin films and bulk alloys was discovered
using a thin-film composition spread ML. The discovered SMA
exhibits a single B2 to R-phase transformation > 25 °C with a
thermal hysteresis width < 1 K. The thin film results correctly
predicted the bulk phase transformation behavior upon cooling
from the high temperature phase. For both thin film and bulk, a
two-step B2 to R-phase to B19 transformation was found.
However, in this case the material is only applicable in thin-film
form as the ternary bulk alloy is brittle. Multiferroic materials like
ferromagnetic SMAs (FSMAs) are of interest for miniaturization
and functional integration. Next to the best studied system
Ni2MnGa other FSMAs, e.g., based on Fe70Pd30, exist. In this system
it was found by high-throughput experimentation and ab initio
calculations that the addition of Cu improves the alloy
properties.28
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Fig. 2 High-throughput characterization of thin-film MLs using a comprehensive suite of automated characterization tools. All experimental
and analyzed data, including metadata should be transferred to a database. Data is analyzed preferably by automated data-analysis and
visualization tools. In order to achieve (multi)functional existence diagrams, data from the database is visualized. The most interesting MAs in
MLs can be analyzed in depth with accelerated atomic-scale characterization tools. Parts of the figure were reprinted/adapted from21
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Examples for identification of new phases and assessment of
phase/existence diagrams
The experimental identification of all (meta)stable phases in at
least ternary systems and their mapping in existence diagrams
would be beneficial, not only for these systems themselves, but
also as basis for then going to increased chemical complexity. The
discovery of a ternary μ-phase in Co-Ti-W29 based on high-
throughput XRD and resistivity data and verified by TEM on bulk
samples as well as DFT calculations, is an example for improving
CALPHAD calculations by incorporation of these new findings.
Then, improved CALPHAD calculations can be used for e.g.,
superalloy investigations. New non-cubic ferromagnetic phases for
permanent magnet applications can be searched for in Fe-Co-X
thin-film MLs by high-throughput MOKE: in a Fe-Co-Nb composi-
tion spread, a new magnetic compound (Fe,Co)3Nb with
C36 structure, embedded in a FeCo-based matrix was identified.30

Increased chemical complexity
Increased chemical complexity can lead to improved functional
properties e.g.31 Compositional effects on the light-induced
oxygen evolution in co-deposited Bi(V-Mo-X)O4 MLs (X= Ta, W,
Nb) were unraveled using an optical scanning droplet cell. Bi(V-
Mo-W)O4 and Bi(V-Mo-Nb)O4 MLs show ten times higher
photocurrents compared to a BiVO4 reference ML. For Cr-Mn-Fe-
Co-Ni nanoparticles it was discovered8 that five elements are
necessary to achieve the best electrocatalytic properties, whereas
for all quaternary or lower subsets of this system, the electro-
catalytic properties were worse. It needs to be investigated by
high-throughput methods if equiatomic quinary nanoparticles
show the best properties or if other compositions (within the Cr-
Mn-Fe-Co-Ni or other systems) are better. This can only be
achieved by combinatorial synthesis of nanoparticle libraries and
suitable high-throughput characterization tools. A paradigm
change is envisaged32 and these experiments should be
supported by theory, a first example being.33

Microstructure libraries
The microstructure of thin films is determining their extrinsic
properties. Therefore, not only synthesizability and stability of new
materials should be addressed by combinatorial materials science,
but also the microstructural diversity, which is closely linked to
processing. This means for each composition of interest, the
search space is extended by the different microstructures a
material can be created in. To address this challenge “combina-
torial processing” can be applied to create “processing libraries”.
These contain e.g., composition spreads around predicted
compositions, synthesized simultaneously at different tempera-
tures. This can be realized by gradient and step heater methods
e.g.34,35 These MLs comprise films of the same composition in
different microstructures: amorphous, nano- or microcrystalline,
single- or multi-phase constitution, etc.

FROM DISCOVERY TO UNDERSTANDING
Discovered materials need to be studied in depth to unravel their
crystal structure and the origin of their properties. Also here,
accelerated experimentation is desired. Next to synchrotron
measurements, advanced (in situ) TEM methods are promising,
e.g., automated diffraction tomography combined with precession
electron diffraction.36 Furthermore, the temperature and
environment-dependent phase evolution of complex materials
can be studied in an accelerated way using combinatorial
processing platforms,37 see Fig. 2. Combinatorial processing
platforms are created by co-deposition of multinary thin films
on nanoscale Si-tip arrays. Thus, many identical nanoscale “reactor
volumes” are formed, allowing for fast diffusion and reaction and

immediate observation of the product phases on the atomic scale
by atom-probe tomography (APT) and TEM. This allows for an
accelerated mapping of the phase space of multinary systems
with regards to stability against decomposition into phases (e.g.,
from a solid solution to intermetallics) and as well against
reactions with the environment, e.g., oxidation of alloys.38

REQUIREMENTS FROM AND INTERACTIONS WITH
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND MATERIALS INFORMATICS
Based on the above examples of interactions between CMS and
computational materials science and further examples from
literature e.g.,39 it is discussed how computational methods can
further accelerate experimental discovery of new phases as well as
what can be provided by high-throughput experimentation in the
laboratory to improve computational materials science. Coopera-
tion between experimental and computational groups should be
intensive, with a very good knowledge of each other’s methods.
Whereas databases of (high-throughput) calculated materials

data, e.g.,40,41 exist and are accessible, databases of high-
throughput experimental data are rare.42 For a close cooperation
between computational and experimental materials science
groups it would be useful to have a joint database, or at least
databases which can be used to fulfill both area’s needs: e.g.,
download large and consistent experimental datasets as input
data for high-throughput computations or use calculated data as
input for down-selection of possible materials system for a
combinatorial exploration. Materials informatics43 has a huge
potential in closing the gap between experimental and computa-
tional groups. Digitalized research data management is a
challenge for high-throughput experimentation groups, e.g., to
store all data (and meta-data) which is produced during
fabrication and, most of all, high-throughput characterization of
MLs. A database of experimental datasets, acquired in a consistent
manner by high-throughput experimentation, would be advanta-
geous: as MLs are fabricated in single experiments, all materials in
the ML are very well comparable and due to the continuous
composition gradients, the quality and consistency of the data is
assured. ML can also include reference materials (e.g., the three
binaries of a ternary system, Fig. 1) and thus the quality of the
datasets can be very high. However, it is important that all results
are included: i.e., also “negative” results, e.g., a synthesis
experiment which was not successful, or results of high-
throughput characterization which did not show the desired
properties. This is necessary, e.g., if the data is intended to be used
for machine learning. Data management should include the FAIR
guiding principles: data needs to be findable, accessible, inter-
operable, and reusable, both for humans and computers.44

However, there are still issues with data ontology, data quality
and thus also with usability and transferability. For a future
efficient exchange of data between experimental and computa-
tional groups to enable data-driven materials discovery, meta-data
and data formats need to be agreed upon, e.g.45 Furthermore,
input and output from databases (Figs 1, 2) for improving the
combinatorial workflow should be at least semi-automated, as
scientists usually don’t like to put data in databases “by hand”. The
quality of data to be put in joint database could also be improved
by fabricating and measuring nominally identical MLs of newly
identified systems in different labs and by different methods to
assure their properties: In46 the authors report on the reprodu-
cibility of results from high-throughput measurements for the MLs
of the same system at different laboratories, and on the associated
sample and data exchange standards.
Finally, for exploring multinary systems, data produced by CMS

is so overwhelming, that it cannot be handled by scientists alone,
and the development and use of new computational tools is a
necessity. Visualization of compositions and properties in complex
multinary materials systems is difficult but necessary for data
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analysis, e.g.47,48 New software has to be developed which will
lead to the establishment of functional phase or existence
diagrams (including metastable phases) for multinary alloys for a
future design of materials.
For high-throughput XRD several software developments

already accelerated phase analysis in MLs.49–54 Instead of having
to analyze hundreds of diffractogram, e.g., by non-negative matrix
factorization a set of e.g., tens of similar patterns can be obtained
which are then the start for an in-depth analysis. Concepts for
using machine learning for data-guided experimentation were
introduced, e.g.54 These need to be adapted and further
developed for data-driven high-throughput experimentation:
Usually all MAs in a ML, e.g., 342 MAs on a 100mm diameter
substrate, are measured sequentially. For a set of several
parameters to be measured, this sums quickly up to a huge
amount of MAs. One idea is to use first the fastest high-
throughput measurements, which identify rapidly areas of interest
in a ML, where then slower methods are applied.21 Another idea is
to reduce the number of MAs to be measured, by using design of
experiment concepts combined with machine learning. However,
it might be argued if the number of necessary MAs could be
reduced while still achieving qualitatively the same, or nearly the
same result. Instead of measuring MAs inside a region of interest,
it would be more efficient to measure only boundaries between
regions. A possibility is to start measuring arbitrary MAs and then
measure MAs which are most distant from the first data. If this
works, more of the search space can be explored in the same time.
Instead of arbitrary starting MAs also MAs based on prior
knowledge or intuition could be selected. Finally, predictions of
synthesizability55,56 would be highly useful for a further reduction
of the number of necessary experiments.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Whereas combinatorial deposition methods for thin-film MLs are
well-established, the further automatization of high-quality high-
throughput characterization methods need to be continued to
accelerate materials discovery. Furthermore, schemes where MLs
are not only characterized for one property, but rather compre-
hensively for as many as possible functional properties need to be
developed. Setting up a library of MLs would be useful, e.g., for the
use of well-characterized MLs for (high-throughput) measure-
ments and further analysis by external groups for their specific
purposes. The implementation of research data management is of
highest importance to enable cooperation between experimental
and computational groups.
As an actionable plan for the future: (I) research groups from

computational and experimental high-throughput research
should get in much closer cooperation. High-throughput experi-
ments should be planned and be performed from the beginning
as joint efforts with close links across all stages of materials
development. (II) For enabling discovery of complex materials, the
challenges of materials data science, e.g., data-guided experi-
mentation in immense search spaces, visualization and (auto-
mated) analysis of high-dimensional data, need to be addressed.
For this a new generation of materials data scientists have to be
educated. Currently researchers with the required skills are rare.
(III) Results of materials discovery and design should be published
such that data of the new materials and how they were developed
are accessible. As a new form of visualization interactive
multifunctional existence diagrams are proposed. These comprise
all data of a system with respect to composition, crystal structure
and microstructures of metastable and stable phases, all proces-
sing data, and the functional properties. (IV) Further aspects relate
to the automation of experiments towards autonomous experi-
mentation by integrating artificial intelligence approaches for
hypothesis generation and their high-throughput testing.57

Further advances are expected by using augmented and virtual
reality tools for data analysis.
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